
Basic Proof Skills ofComputer Science StudentsPieter H. Hartel1, Bert van Es1, Dick Tromp21 Faculty of Mathematics and Computer Science, University of Amsterdam,Kruislaan 403, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands, fpieter,vanesg@fwi.uva.nl2 Formerly at SCO-KIOO (Foundation Centre for Education Research at theUniversity of Amsterdam)Abstract. Computer science students need mathematical proof skills.At our University, these skills are being taught as part of various math-ematics and computer science courses. To test the skills of our students,we have asked them to work out a number of exercises. We found thatour students are not as well trained in basic proof skills as we would havehoped. The main reason is that proof skills are not emphasized enough.Our �ndings are the result of a small experiment using a longitudinalmeasurement of skills. This method gives better insight in the skills ofstudents than more traditional exam-based testing methods. Longitu-dinal measurement does not allow the students to speci�cally preparethemselves for particular questions. The measurements thus relate toskills that are retained for a longer period of time.In our Department, �erce debates have been held in the past discussingsuch issues as \what proof skills do our students have?". An importantaspect of our work is that it tries to �nd evidence to help answer tosuch questions. Research such as ours is rare in the �eld of teachingmathematics and computer science.1 IntroductionComputer scientists must be able to study the foundations of their discipline.Discrete mathematics and mathematical logic are foundations of the core of Com-puter Science (CS) [14]. A computer scientist must therefore be skilled in the useof basic tools and techniques from discrete mathematics and logic. Continuousmathematics and other branches of mathematics are used more in applied CSsubjects such as robotics and scienti�c computing. Mathematical tools and tech-niques from such areas are also important but perhaps not quite as fundamental.We will therefore concentrate on discrete mathematics and logic.The development of skills in mathematical manipulation should also be anintegral part of the programming activity. Gries, on the occasion of receiving theannual SIGCSE award for outstanding contributions to CS education, made itclear that such skills are essential to be able to manipulate large complex struc-tures [3]. Parnas, another well known computer scientist subscribes to this view:\CS programs must return to a classical engineering approach that emphasizesfundamentals" [10].



It is thus rather unfortunate that mathematics is mostly taught to CS stu-dents as a separate activity. When the necessary skills are being taught, theyare not always perceived as related to programming. The powerful interpreta-tion of `proofs as programs' is then not seen as natural. Many algorithms can beviewed as a slightly di�erent rendering of a proof; see Asch [15] for a number ofexamples.For CS, mathematics is best taught as part of an integrated curriculum inwhich the relationships between programming and mathematics are exploited [20].Declarative programming styles (functional and logic programming) facilitatethis integration. Teaching mathematics and declarative programming in an in-tegrated fashion has received attention in the literature [7, 19, 6], and many CSdepartments are considering such issues [4].In the CS department at the Universiteit van Amsterdam (UvA) we havealso been discussing these issues. Our present curriculum begins with a �rstprogramming course in Pascal using methodical problem solving methods [13]and separate courses in logic and discrete mathematics. Functional program-ming is o�ered as the option `functional languages and architectures' during the3rd/4th year. As of the academic year 1995/1996, the �rst programming lan-guage will be a functional language. The relationship between the logic course,the discrete mathematics course and the functional programming course will bestrengthened: all three subjects will be taught in parallel, thus providing theopportunity for integrated teaching.As a preparation for the transition, we were interested in the present levelof proof skills that our students have, and also in the question: Does the studyof functional programming have an e�ect on the acquisition of such skills? Herewe look at speci�c but essential aspects of discrete mathematics as a �rst steptowards exploring the full set of mathematical skills of our CS students.The aspects that we consider are basic equational reasoning and induction.This represents a choice out of a vast range of mathematical tools and techniques.Equational reasoning is the basis of all program transformation methods andas such an essential tool for the computer scientist. Induction is the only toolthat supports the manipulation of potentially in�nite structures, such as oftenencountered in CS. Induction and equational reasoning are therefore important.It is unusual to �nd experimental data relating the skills of CS students towhat their teachers would have expected, other than straightforward examina-tion results. In a previous study we looked at all issues of the ACM SIGCSEbulletin over the past seven years. This study revealed that precious little hardevidence can be found for statements about CS education [5]. A notable excep-tion to this rule is formed by the CS department of the Technical Universityat Twente. A recent Ph.D. thesis contains a comprehensive investigation intothe e�ects that various decisions about the CS curriculum have on student per-formance [17]. Our experiment is of course small compared to the Twente ex-periment. It is interesting to note that both experiments relate to functionalprogramming.In the next section we discuss the context of the exploration into the mathe-



matical skills of our students. Section 3 describes the experiment that has beencarried out to measure the skills. The exercises and the evaluation criteria used tomark the exercises are described in Sect. 4. Section 5 presents the experimentalresults. The �nal section gives the conclusions.2 CurriculumThe CS curriculum at the UvA nominally takes 4 years. A year has three termsof 14 weeks each. During a term 2{4 di�erent subjects are taught. The amountof e�ort required to study a subject is rated using a point system. Each pointcorresponds to one week (that is 38 hours) of e�ort. The total number of pointsavailable during one term is thus 14. Subjects may be rated at 3, 4 or 7 points,depending on the amount of e�ort required by a hypothetical `average' student.The point rating of each subject should cover all activities related to master-ing that particular subject, including lectures, laboratories, homework and thepreparation of the test.2.1 TestsStudents normally take tests in a subject at the end of the term. There is noobligation to take a test directly after the course; tests are scheduled regularly.Students are also allowed to take a test a number of times until the test has beenpassed.During the �rst 7 terms, the UvA CS curriculum has a common programme.Then, a choice must be made out of three specialisations, each of which lastsfor another 5 terms. The specialisations on o�er are theoretical CS (emphasis onmathematical logic, complexity theory, data base theory and natural languages),programming methodology (emphasis on algebraic formal methods) and tech-nical CS (emphasis on robotics, image processing and parallel computing). Thelast 6 months of the specialisation are devoted to the �nal year project. There isa large degree of freedom in selecting topics for the specialisation. Students areencouraged to take courses from the di�erent specialisations on o�er. They arealso allowed to choose some subjects from other disciplines.The organisation of the curriculum o�ers the student considerable freedomin planning the programme of study. Firstly, a student chooses a number ofsubjects and an order in which they are studied. The dependencies speci�ed bythe prerequisites of each course constrain the freedom somewhat. Secondly, oncea course has been taken, the student may delay taking the test until su�cientknowledge, experience and con�dence has been acquired.The system makes it di�cult both for the student and for the sta� to haveaccurate information about the progress that is being made. The data that arepresently available record the number of points earned and the selection of testspassed. In theory, this should be a good predictor for the progress made. Inpractice, this is not always the case, as the points are awarded on the basis ofhow much work an `average' student is supposed to spend studying a subject.



Table 1. Subjects taught during the �rst 6 terms of the CS curriculum. The numbersrepresent the point rating of each subject. One point corresponds to one week of fulltime study.term I term II term IIIIntroduction CS 3 Relational data bases 4Logic 4 Discrete Mathematics 4 Graph Theory 3Continuous Mathematics 3Programming 7 Data Structures 7 Computer organisation 7term IV term V term VICS ethics; presentation skills 7Automata & 7 Linear Algebra 4 Calculus 4complexity theory Probability & statistics 3 Algebraic Structures 3Operating systems 7 Programming Environments 7Many students spend more time, especially on the more theoretically-orientedsubjects.As a consequence, few students manage to complete their studies within 4years even though a delay has severe �nancial implications. There are also otherfactors that cause delays, such as the need for many students to supplementtheir income through part-time employment.The main problem with the present system of student performance assess-ment is that it does not give clear early warnings. A student who feels ill atease with a particular subject will perhaps postpone a thorough study of thesubject and also delay taking the test. For the sta� this is not easy to detect,as one would have to monitor what students are not doing. For the student, theimplications of postponing study of a particular subject may not be obvious: it isoften the case that an insu�cient background makes the study of new subjectsmore di�cult, even though the newly-experienced di�culties are not directlytraceable to the earlier, explicit or implicit choice to delay the previous subject.A system of progress tests, such as operated by the University of LimburgMedical school in Maastricht [12] might be considered as an alternative to thepresent assessment system or as a means to supplement the present system. Theprogress test as used in Maastricht uses a set of questions that is �xed for theentire programme of study. The set is very large so that students cannot preparespeci�cally for the tests.2.2 Proof SkillsThe present paper reports on a small experiment with a test designed to identifyprogress in the acquisition of skills of the CS students. The small scale of theexperiment required us to concentrate on a few aspects of the curriculum thatwe �nd essential. These are the skill in giving a simple proof by equationalreasoning, the skill in constructing a proof by induction and the skill in creatingan inductive de�nition.



Table 1 gives an overview of the subjects taught during the �rst two yearstogether with their point rating. The contents of most courses will probably beobvious; the programming environment course includes as one of its componentsthe subject of compiler construction.The basic proof skills required are explicitly taught during the �rst termand reinforced during later terms. Explicit teaching of a concept means thatthe concept is taught for its own sake. Most teaching activities involve severalconcepts of which one is taught explicitly. The other concepts involved will thenbe taught more or less implicitly.The following subjects contribute explicitly to a mastery of basic proof skills:Logic { term I As part of the Introductory course on Logic equational reason-ing and the principle of induction are taught. These techniques are applied toinductive proofs and de�nitions. On page 15 of the text book [16], the con-cept of an inductive de�nition is �rst explained. This is followed by severalexamples (the �rst example is actually the same as Exercise 3 of Round 1of our experiments). The students practice giving inductive de�nitions dur-ing the tutorials. The test includes an exercise that requires an inductivede�nition.Proofs by induction are the main subject of chapter 5 (page 69{86) of thetext [16]. Here properties of formulae are proved by structural inductionover inductively de�ned formulae. The tutorials include several exercises.However, the test is designed such that students may pass if they decideto skip the inductive proof. Students often do not appreciate the power ofthe principle of induction and prefer simple arguments or even a `proof byexample'.Discrete Mathematics { term II Both set theory and induction are taughtas part of the discrete mathematics course. Many proofs are shown as ex-amples. Students are advised to try some of the proofs at home but donot always follow the advice. The test includes an exercise that requires aninductive proof. The test results for this exercise show that there are twomain categories of students: those that do well and those that fail; there arenot many intermediate scores. In the discrete mathematics course, inductiveproofs are used mostly to prove equalities. Students �nd it harder to provean inequality instead. This indicates that at this stage of the curriculum, thefull generality of the principle of induction is not appreciated by all students.Graph Theory { term III The graph theory course makes use of the princi-ple of induction, both for the purpose of giving inductive de�nitions and forproving properties of graphs and graph algorithms. The course is aimedspeci�cally at CS students and therefore emphasizes algorithmic aspectsmore than proofs. The exam does not require the construction of inductiveproofs.Automata and Complexity theory { term IV Set theory is used in thecourse on automata and complexity theory. Inductive proofs are used hereoften. The students are given exercises that require inductive proofs; the ex-ercises are discussed during tutorials. The test also includes an exercise that



requires an inductive proof.Algebraic structures { term V Set theory is heavily used in the course onalgebraic structures, inductive proofs are rare in this course.Towards the end of the �rst year, we would expect students to have acquireda reasonable level of proof skills. However, it is possible that students progressto this point without actually understanding the principle of induction. Duringthe second year, the students should improve their basic proof skills to the pointwhere one would expect all students to be able to carry out at least a simpleinductive proof.Inductive de�nitions do not play quite such an important role in the coursesdescribed, so one might expect the students to have di�culties creating an in-ductive de�nition.3 ExperimentThe aims of the experiment were, �rstly, to investigate to what extent UvACS students are able to construct simple proofs and, secondly, to investigate atwhat stage of the curriculum basic proof skills were mastered. More speci�cally,the second aim has been to measure progress from one year to another, and tomeasure progress within each year.The experiment consisted of two rounds. During both rounds we asked theparticipants to work out a set of three exercises. The two sets were di�erent, butcomparable: they were designed to be of the same level of di�culty.For the �rst-year students the exercises might have been hard; for the �nalyear students they might have been easy; but all participants have been taughthow to work out such exercises. Any di�erence in skills should thus be attributedto the experience that participants may have gained during their programme ofstudy.The �rst round was held at the beginning of term III of the academic year1994/1995. The second round was held two months later, at the end of that sameterm. The participants were asked to supply their registration numbers, so thatthe progress made by participants who would cooperate on both occasions couldbe recorded accurately.To keep the conditions during which the experiments were carried out thesame, the exercises were completed during regular lecture or laboratory hours.On both rounds we allowed 20 minutes in total to allow for a reasonable amountof time to work out the exercises and at the same time to disrupt regular teachingas little as possible. The participants were not prepared in any way for the �rstround. After that they knew that the second round was coming, but not whenit would come. The results or model answers were not communicated to theparticipants.During the �rst round we asked 77 students to participate, of which only onerefused. Five students refused to cooperate during the second round when weasked 60 students to take part. The participants were told in advance that the



results would only be used for research purposes. They would thus not be disad-vantaged by participating. As a small reward, six (CS) books were distributedamongst the participants.The cohorts 1990 : : : 1994 of UvA CS students all contain roughly the samenumber of students. For our two samples to be representative for the total pop-ulation we would thus expect the numbers of students from these cohorts in thesamples to be similar. This was found to be the case with one exception: the1992 cohort on Round 1 contains twice as many students as expected. This givesa slight bias towards third year students on Round 1.We have no indication that the skills of the students who did participate arenot representative for the skills of the population as a whole. Both very ablestudents and less able students sometimes do not go to class. The experimentswere carried out towards the end of the year, when the student population thatgoes to class is relatively stable. Most students who drop out do so towards thebeginning of the year. There is thus no indication that we may have worked withparticularly skilled or particularly unskilled students. We could have investigatedthis matter further by using the exam-based results of our students. We decidedagainst this to guarantee students that participating in the experiment wouldnot be connected with their exam-based results.Table 2. A fragment of the algebra of sets: A, B en C are subsets of a universal setU , the complement of a set A is written as Ac.1a. A [B = B [ A Commutativityb. A \B = B \ A2a. A [ (B \ C) = (A [B) \ (A [ C) Distributivityb. A \ (B [ C) = (A \B) [ (A \ C)3a. A [ ; = A Identityb. A [ U = Uc. A \ ; = ;d. A \ U = A4a. A [Ac = U Complementb. A \Ac = ;c. (Ac)c = A5a. A \B � A Inclusionb. A � A [B
4 ExercisesIn both rounds, the �rst exercise tested equational reasoning, the second testedthe skill in constructing an inductive proof and the third exercise required theconstruction of an inductive de�nition.



We have tried to make all execises of the same level of di�culty. During thedesign of the exercises we consulted with a number of colleagues to make surethat the exercises would represent a good test of basic proof skills.4.1 Exercise 1: Equational ReasoningEquational reasoning is the basis of many proof systems. Set theory is an im-portant part of discrete mathematics.The �rst round required the participants to prove the inequality below, whileusing the axioms of Table 2: (A [B) \ Ac � BThe second round required the participants to prove the inequality:B � (Ac \ B) [ AThese exercises are of the same level of di�culty. We give the model answer tothe �rst: (A [ B) \Ac = Ac \ (A [ B) f1bg= (Ac \ A) [ (Ac \ B) f2bg= (A \Ac) [ (Ac \ B) f1bg= ; [ (Ac \ B) f4bg= (Ac \ B) [ ; f1ag= (Ac \ B) f3ag= (B \Ac) f1bgand: (B \ Ac) � B f5agtherefore: (A [ B) \Ac � BThe model answer for Exercise 1 of the second round follows the same lines,taking basically the same steps in a slightly di�erent order.To construct the above proof, the student needs to be able to instantiate anaxiom and to use the transitivity of equality. This tests only the very essentialsof equational reasoning. The choice of the particular proof steps must be drivenby intuition. All students should be thoroughly familiar with the axioms of settheory that we are using here. All should therefore have su�cient intuition tochoose the appropriate proof steps. The danger of choosing a familiar domain totest basic equational reasoning skills is that some of the axioms may be viewed astrivial. The commutativity axioms are obvious examples. We decided to choosefamiliar axioms, as using unfamiliar ones would have disabled the intuition ofthe student. This would have made the exercise too di�cult.The individual steps in the proof above have been labelled with the numberof the axiom used. This makes the proof easier to read. Annotating proof stepsshould therefore be considered good practice. This view is not universally held.Many mathematics texts will give long sequences of proof steps without annota-tions. Examples of computing books that do annotate proof steps and derivationsteps are the books by Morgan [9] and Bird and Wadler [1].



All exercises were marked on a scale from 0=poor to 10=excellent. A passmark is at least 5.5. A general criterion and some speci�c criteria were usedto calculate the marks. The general criterion looks at whether the question hasbeen answered at all and, if so, whether the answer is complete.For Exercise 1, the full set of criteria and the percentages of the mark awardedare:connectedness: 20% Have the individual proof steps been connected prop-erly? Some participants write a number of formulae without a hint of howthey are connected, so that there is no apparent logic in the reasoning.explicitness: 40% Have all steps been made explicit? Many participants for-get to note the use of the commutativity axiom. Most other axioms wereused explicitly but not by every participant. Each of the seven steps abovecontributes 1/8 of 40%.annotations: 20% Has each step been labelled with the name or the numberof the axiom applied? Many participants leave it to the reader to guess whichaxioms have been applied. Each of the seven steps above contributes 1/8 of20%.general: 20% The general criterion for Exercise 1 accounts for 20% of themark.Some criteria are awarded 20% of the full mark. This indicates that an otherwiseperfect answer that completely fails on just one such criterion would still resultin a good mark. Completely failing on a criterion that is awarded with 40%yields a mark that is just su�cient. Explicitness falls into the 40% category asthis criterion essentially captures whether students are able to instantiate theaxioms properly.4.2 Exercise 2 : Inductive ProofThe properties of some formal systems can be proved by simple induction overthe natural numbers. Properties of many more formal systems can be proved bystructural induction. To test the skill in proving a property by induction we havechosen to work in the domain that is most familiar to the students; the naturalnumbers. Other domains such as formal languages would have been unsuitablefor the �rst-year students.The �rst round required the participants to prove by induction that for allpositive natural numbers n the following equality holds:nXk=1 k2 = n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)6The second round required the participants to prove that for all positive naturalnumbers n the following property is true:n3 � 4n+ 6 is divisible by 3



Both proofs involve elementary algebra using cubic polynomials.The hypothesis Pnk=1 k2 = n(n+1)(2n+1)6 is used to prove the �rst equationby induction over n:Case 1: P1k=1 k2 = 1= 1(1+1)(2�1+1)6Case (n+1): Pn+1k=1 k2 =Pnk=1 k2 + (n+ 1)2= n(n+1)(2n+1)6 + (n+ 1)2 (hypothesis)= n(n+1)(2n+1)+6(n+1)26= (n+1)(n(2n+1)+6(n+1))6= (n+1)(2n2+n+6n+6)6= (n+1)(n+2)(2n+3)6= (n+1)((n+1)+1)(2(n+1)+1)6The proof of Exercise 2 from the second round follows the same lines.The evaluation criteria for Exercise 2 are:connectedness: 20% Have the individual proof steps been connected prop-erly? (See under Exercise 1).base case: 10% Is the base case present and has it been worked out properly?Some participants prove the base case for n = 0 instead of n = 1. Theexercise explicitly states that the proof should apply to the positive naturalnumbers.inductive case: 30% Is the inductive case properly worked out? Some partic-ipants start to work with Pnk=1(k + 1)2.annotations: 10% Has the use of the induction hypothesis been annotated?A useful sanity check when giving an inductive proof is to verify that theinduction hypothesis has been used. Some participants leave it up to thereader to �nd out when the hypothesis has been used.algebra: 10% Is the elementary high school algebra a problem? Many mistakeswere made with the elementary algebra.general: 20% The general criterion for Exercise 2 accounts for 20% of themark.Some criteria are awarded 10% of the mark. These represent relatively minorissues or elements of the proof that require little work. The inductive case rep-resents a relatively large amount of work, which justi�es its relatively large con-tribution to the mark.4.3 Exercise 3 : Inductive De�nitionCompositionality is the key to reasoning about complex structures in terms oftheir simpler components. An inductive de�nition can be given for a vast number



of complex structures. The skill in producing such an inductive de�nition wasthe target of our third and last exercise.Constructing inductive de�nitions is taught explicitly as part of the courseon logic during the �rst term.The �rst round required the participants to give an inductive de�nition ofthe formulae of propositional logic using the connectives _, ^, !, $ and : andusing as basis elements the variables p, q, r.The model answer is:Base case The variables p, q en r are formulae.Inductive case Let P and Q be formulae, then (P _ Q), (P ^ Q), (P ! Q),(P $ Q) and :P are formulae.Closure No other terms than the ones mentioned under Base and Inductivecase above are formulae.The second round required the participants to give an inductive de�nition of theformulae of arithmetic, using the connectives +, �, >, =, � and the numbers 0,1, 2 : : : as basis elements.Strictly speaking, this exercise does not test a proof skill, but rather a `de�-nition skill'. A more interesting test would have been to construct an inductivede�nition and its induction principle. Then, some property of the inductivelyde�ned structure could have been proved. Unfortunately, such an exercise wouldhave been too time-consuming for the present constrained experiment.The evaluation criteria for Exercise 3 are:Base case: 20% Is the base case properly identi�ed? Many participants forgetto state which formulae are the basic elements.Inductive case: 60% Has the inductive case been formulated? Participants ei-ther describe the inductive case properly or reproduce something completelydi�erent, such as the laws of boolean algebra (Round 1) or the Peano axioms(Round 2).Closure: 20% Have other terms been explicitly excluded? Participants oftenforget to make it explicit that only the smallest class of formula is relevant.(The `no junk' rule).For this exercise the general criterion is subsumed by the inductive case. Theinductive case has a weight of 60% as without it, the answer would be insu�cient.A correct base case gives 20% of the mark, such that the ratio base case :inductive case = 1 : 3. This is the same ratio as for Exercise 2.



Table 3. Various sub-groups of the participants of Rounds 1 and 2. Here n= thenumber of participants; �x = average mark (on a scale from 0=poor { 10=excellent; apass mark is at least 5.5), m:o:e:= margin of error, s= standard deviation.Sub-groups round 1 round 2n �x s m:o:e: n �x s m:o:e:di�erence 34 -0.6 1.5 0.5 34 +0.6 1.5 0.5total 76 6.0 2.2 0.5 55 6.4 2.7 0.7(a) Exercise 1 results of all participantsSub-groups round 1 round 2n �x s m:o:e: n �x s m:o:e:di�erence 34 -0.4 3.9 1.3 34 +0.4 3.9 1.3total 76 6.1 3.3 0.8 55 6.8 3.5 0.9(b) Exercise 2 results of all participantsSub-groups round 1 round 2n �x s m:o:e: n �x s m:o:e:di�erence 34 -1.4 3.4 1.1 34 +1.4 3.4 1.1total 76 2.1 3.7 0.8 55 3.0 3.9 1.0(c) Exercise 3 results of all participantsSub-groups round 1 round 2n �x s m:o:e: n �x s m:o:e:1{7 common 21 4.1 2.0 0.8 15 4.9 2.5 1.28{14 common 22 5.0 1.4 0.6 14 4.7 1.8 0.9common+theory 16 5.3 1.1 0.5 12 6.4 1.8 1.0common+programming 20 5.6 1.8 0.8 17 6.8 1.8 0.9common+technical 36 5.2 1.8 0.6 33 6.4 1.9 0.7once 42 4.5 2.0 0.6 21 4.8 2.4 1.0twice 34 5.0 1.9 0.6 34 5.8 2.2 0.7twice (functional) 11 6.3 1.6 0.9 11 7.2 1.9 1.1VU 14 5.4 1.1 0.6 7 6.3 2.0 1.5UvA 62 4.6 2.1 0.5 48 5.3 2.4 0.7total 76 4.7 2.0 0.4 55 5.4 2.3 0.6(d) Overall results of all participants based on the average of Exercises 1, 2 and 3



5 ResultsThe total number of registered UvA CS students during the academic year1994/1995 is 163. A number of these students do not go to class, in particularwhen they are working on their �nal year project. We could thus not reasonablyexpect the entire student population to participate. During the �rst round, 76students took part and during the second round there were 55 participants. 34participants cooperated in both rounds. We speci�cally handed out the exercisesduring laboratories and lectures scheduled for UvA CS students, but a fractionof the participants were not UvA CS students. On the �rst round 51 (of 76) wereUvA CS students and on the second round 35 (of 55) were UvA CS students.5.1 Student GroupsTable 3 presents various breakdowns of the group. Table 3-a, 3-b and 3-c applyto Exercises 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Table 3-d applies to the total test, based onthe average of the three exercises. The exercises have equal weight.The rows within the table correspond to certain sub-groups of the group ofparticipants. Each row gives results obtained during the �rst and the secondround of the experiment. The results are the number of participants (n), theiraverage mark (�x), the margin of error of the average (m:o:e:) and the standarddeviation of the average (s). (The margin of error is de�ned asm:o:e: = 1:96s=n).The number n varies from row to row because not all participants are part ofeach sub-group.The sub-groups in Table 3 have been chosen partly such that progress inthe acquisition of basic proof skills of the group as a whole is visible; partly toinvestigate whether students interested in one specialisation/subject have betterproof skills than others.The sub-group 1{7 common has studied between 1 and 7 subjects from thelist given by Table 1. These students may or may not have taken the tests forthese �rst subjects. This sub-group has studied at most about one third of thecommon programme. The sub-group 8{14 common has studied between 8 and 14subjects (two thirds of the common programme). The sub-group common+theoryhas studied all or most of the common programme and at least one theoreticalCS subject, which indicates that they may perhaps be more interested in theoret-ical issues than other students. Similarly, the sub-group common+programminghas studied at least one programming methodology subject and the sub-groupcommon+technical has studied at least one technical CS subject. Many studentswill study subjects from the di�erent specialisations. There is thus some overlapbetween these �ve sub-groups.The sub-group once has participated either in Round 1 or in Round 2 but notin both. The sub-group twice has participated in both Rounds 1 and 2. Thereis therefore no overlap between the sub-groups once and twice. The sub-groupdi�erence is the same as the sub-group twice except that for each student inthe sub-group the di�erence between the marks awarded in Rounds 1 and 2 iscalculated. The statistics given apply to these di�erences. A positive average in



the column for Round 1 indicates that the marks in Round 1 were higher, a neg-ative average in the same column indicates that higher marks were obtained inRound 2. The sub-group twice (functional) applies to students who participatedon both rounds and who took the third year optional course functional languagesand architectures.An agreement between the UvA and the nearby Vrije Universiteit (VU) ofAmsterdam makes it easy for CS students to take part in the courses of theneighbouring university. The sub-groups UvA and VU represent participantsfrom the two universities in Amsterdam. These sub-groups do not overlap.5.2 Student PerformanceTable 3 shows that the average marks for Exercises 1 and 2 are su�cient. Themarks for Round 1 are 6.0 and 6.1 for Exercises 1 and 2 respectively; for Round 2they are 6.4 and 6.8. The marks cannot be quali�ed as good, which would requireat least an 8. The participants are thus able to perform basic equational reasoningand to give a simple inductive proof, but one would suspect that more demandingproofs would give problems to many students.The average marks for Exercise 3 (Table 3-c) are insu�cient (2.1 for Round 1and 3.0 for Round 2). About 10% of the participants noted explicitly on theirforms that they had no idea what an `inductive de�nition' might be. About 25%of the participants indicated that they needed more time for the three exercises.Exercise 3 was the last exercise, which makes it likely that time pressure has hada negative inuence on the result for Exercise 3.The low average marks for Exercise 3 apply to all participants. We had hopedthat UvA CS students would do better than they did but this was not thecase. Their averages are about the same as those found for the whole groupof participants. This applies to all exercises, not just to Exercise 3. Clearly theconcept of a inductive de�nition is being taught but not used often enough forall students to make it operational.The rows marked di�erence for Exercises 1, 2 and 3 show an improvementin performance from Round 1 to Round 2 of +0.6, +0.4 and +1.4 respectively.The margins of error for Exercises 1 and 3 are just small enough (0.5 and 1.1respectively) to suggest that the improvements may be signi�cant. The marginof error is meaningful only if the data follow a normal distribution. This is notalways the case here. We have applied Wilcoxon's non-parametric signed rank-test for paired data [8] to investigate this matter more closely. This test con�rmsthat the participants have learned something that has helped them to improvetheir performance on Exercise 1. From the same test we could not concludethat something has been learned to improve the performance on the other twoexercises.We have also investigated what caused this improvement: Is it the learninge�ect that taking the tests on Round 1 has had on the results for Round 2? Oris it the result of the education during the two months that separate the tworounds? A Wilcoxon two sample test shows that the e�ect of participating onRound 1 on the performance during Round 2 is not signi�cant. We have not



handed out the model answers or discussed the results, so the learning e�ect oftaking part in one of the rounds is minimal.The variation in the performance of students at di�erent stages of their pro-gramme of study is presented in Table 3-d. The rising averages from sub-group1{7 common, via 8{14 common to either of the three sub-groups common+: : :suggest that students acquire proof skills as they progress towards the end oftheir programme of study. This is what one would expect. The averages for thesub-group common+theory, common+programming and common+technical areclose, with largely overlapping margins of error. Again the distributions are notalways normal, so reverting to a Wilcoxon-test we found that on Round 1 theimprovement from 1{7 common to 8{14 common 1 is signi�cant and that onRound 2 the improvement from 8{14 common to any of common+: : : is signi�-cant.The VU students seem to perform better than the UvA students: on roundone the VU average mark was 5.4, the UvA mark 4.6; on round two the averagemarks were 6.3 and 5.4 respectively. These marks apply to relatively few VU stu-dents so it is not sensible to investigate this further on the basis of the availabledata. A �rm conclusion can thus not be drawn. It would be reasonable to expectVU students to do better than UvA students: students who take courses at theneighbouring university might be more strongly motivated, have more initiativeand are generally more resourceful than other students. The initiative is neededto overcome the problem that one university uses a semester system, whereasthe other uses a trimester system. The time-tables for students who visit theneighbouring university are therefore complex.The option functional languages and architectures is being taught during thethird term, as a 7 point subject. The course consists of two parts. The �rst partfollows Bird and Wadler [1] closely, with a strong emphasis on program trans-formation and on proving properties of functions using induction. The secondpart of the course uses Peyton Jones [11] to teach the principles of implement-ing functional languages. The emphasis is on the lambda calculus and variousabstract machine models. Here equational reasoning and inductive proofs arealso used, but to a lesser extent than in part 1. The functional languages andarchitectures course is accompanied by a laboratory where the students builda combinator parser [18] and a type checker [2, Ch. 7] for a simple functionallanguage. See table 5 for a summary of the details of the course.We found no indication that the study of functional programming as a sep-arate subject has an e�ect on the acquisition of basic proof skills. Of the par-ticipants who took the option functional languages and architectures, a smallgroup of 11 students participated on both rounds. Their results are shown inthe row marked twice (functional) in Table 3-d. The improvement of their basicproof skills from Round 1 to Round 2 was found to be +0.9, which is basicallythe same as that found for the entire group of 26 UvA CS students, who partici-pated in both rounds. The average mark of the participants who took functionallanguages and architectures is rather higher than the average mark of all otherparticipant groups. This is the case both on Round 1 (average mark 6.3) and



on Round 2 (average mark 7.2). We think that this indicates only that studentswho choose functional languages and architectures as an option are attracted tothe more fundamental approach to programming.Table 4. Opinions of the participants of Rounds 1 and 2. n= the number of partici-pants; �x = average mark (on a scale from 0=poor { 10=excellent; a pass mark is atleast 5.5), m:o:e:= margin of error, s= standard deviation.round 1 round 2n �x s m:o:e: n �x s m:o:e:I found this easy 29 5.9 1.6 0.6 13 7.0 1.7 0.9I enjoyed doing this 20 6.2 1.6 0.7 11 6.9 2.2 1.3I practised proofs too long ago 26 4.1 1.9 0.7 13 4.2 2.2 1.2I needed more time 35 4.4 1.9 0.6 10 4.3 1.4 0.8I could do this if I had a book 25 4.0 1.8 0.7 13 3.7 2.2 1.2
Table 5. Summary description of the course on functional languages and architectures.Title of the course: Functional languages and architecturesAims of the course: 1) To acquire functional programming skills.2) To acquire basic insights in the theory of functionalprogramming.3) To gain a thorough understanding of how functional languagesare implemented.Audience: Mandatory for 3rd/4th year technical CS students, optional forother CS students.Prerequisites: Thorough knowledge of imperative programming and computerarchitecture.Texts: Textbooks [1, 11] and assignment booklet.Duration: 10 weeks teaching plus 4 weeks exam preparationTime table: times hours per total hoursper week session per weeklecture hours 2 � 1.5 = 3laboratories 1 � 2 = 2home work 15Assessment: Two written examinations and six laboratory assignments.5.3 Student OpinionsThe exercises were accompanied by a number of questionnaire items which en-abled the participants to express their opinion on the exercises. There was a



list of 21 options, with a blank space for the students to write their own. Ta-ble 4 shows which opinions were indicated as most appropriate, with the averagemark, margin of error and standard deviation as calculated for the sub-groupexpressing that particular opinion.Participants who had positive feelings (\I found this easy" and \I enjoyeddoing this") did reasonably well. Participants who had negative feelings abouttheir skills (\I practised proofs too long ago") did not so well, like the participantswho felt that circumstantial e�ects were important (\I needed more time" and\I could do this if I had a book"). The option \I will never learn this" was notselected as appropriate by a single participant.6 ConclusionsOur students are not as well trained in basic proof skills as we hoped. This isunfortunate, as the UvA CS curriculum does provide opportunity for trainingthese skills: one of the �rst three subjects being taught in the curriculum is acourse in mathematical logic. This should provide for a good start, but clearlynot all students appreciate the importance of proofs. During the �rst two yearsof the curriculum proof techniques are not emphasized enough. Students may getthe impression that proof skills are not as important as programming skills. Afterthese two years, the students choose a specialisation which o�ers the possibilityto choose either subjects that strongly emphasize proof techniques or subjectsthat do not. As a result, it is possible for CS students to graduate with limitedproof skills.From the experimental results we conclude that:{ A clear relation between the study of functional programming as a separatesubject (i.e. not integrated with the mathematics teaching) and the acquisi-tion of basic proof skills could not be found.{ There is some improvement in basic proof skills as the students progressfrom the �rst to the second and to later years.{ There is some improvement in basic proof skills as the students progressfrom the beginning to the end of the third term.{ The basic proof skills of the students should generally be improved.{ Students should not be permitted to skip exam questions that test proofskills. This gives them the impression that proof skills are unimportant.{ The training of basic proof skills should not be con�ned to a small set ofmathematically-oriented subjects. Such concepts should appear throughoutthe curriculum.We believe that the situation could be improved by teaching proof skills as anintegral part of the programming subjects. At the UvA, the coming academicyear will see a better integration of subjects during the �rst term. This representsa �rst and important step towards a more integrated approach. We are hopefulthat this may soon be followed by more steps.
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